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Cost Pressure Begets Supply Chain Innovation, Blasgen Says;  

Companies Need Greater Focus on Supply Chain and Logistics 
Talent Development 

SCDigest Editorial Staff 

SCDigest editor Dan Gilmore recently sat down 

with Rick Blasgen, president and CEO of the 

Council of Supply Chain Management Profes-

sionals (CSCMP) to discuss a variety of supply 

chain issues. Blasgen is a former supply chain 

executive at ConAgra and Kraft before taking 

the CSCMP leadership role in 2005 

 

Gilmore: You’ve been at this job for about three 

years now, after a career in industry. Has being in 

this role changed your perspective on supply chain 

management in that time? 

 

Blasgen: I think the profession is evolving. Overall, 
the role of supply chain has become much more in-
tuitive to boards of directors and CEOs and C-level 
officials in companies. There is much more focus on 

supply chain-related practices on Wall Street. In this 
job, many times I look at companies reporting their 
earnings helps me just understand what Wall Street 

analysts are asking and what companies are telling 
them. Supply chain management, in a variety of 
forms, is almost always on the agenda.   
 

The analysts ask questions like: What are fuel prices 
and energy prices doing to you?  Have you begun to 
outsource to chase cheap labor?  What has that 
done to your inventory levels?   

 
They are asking the right questions. These are all 
areas where supply chain has tried to provide value 

to companies over the years and tried also to get it 
across to the board and say look, we are a core 
competency, we need to be invested in, and we 
need to make sure you understand the value that we 

bring.   
 

And that is happening today. Boards of directors 
are talking about it. Most industries have compa-

nies with chief supply chain officers, somebody 
who is bringing that to the table and is beginning 
to connect manufacturing and procurement to cus-
tomer service and demand streams that are cre-

ated by marketing.  So, we are much more edu-
cated, much more of a value proposition in compa-
nies, and have come a long way in that area in just 
a short time. 

Gilmore: Do you have any thoughts on what 

should more companies be doing or focusing on 

that they aren’t currently? 

 
Blasgen: Sure - CSCMP membership!   
 
More seriously, I would say there needs to be more 

focus on talent. I think when I grew up in the in-
dustry, there was a huge focus on developing and 
retaining talent.  And I don’t see that as much as I 

did back then in the logistics discipline.   
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“I always tell people - look at your ca-

reer as a marathon, not a sprint. Go 

get the managerial, technical, leader-

ship skills to be a leader down the 

road.  And interpersonal skills are be-

coming more and more important .” 

 

Rick Blasgen 
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Our profession has certainly grown, as has its 
value proposition to companies, but we have to 

get back to making sure we grow and retain 
that talent, and providing our people with the 
chance for external participation in organiza-
tions like CSCMP, and others as well - to make 

sure they can see beyond just their company 
and start seeing some of the best practices.  
 
I mean, we move information at a moment’s 

notice between supply chain partners no matter 
where they are on this globe.  We can harness 
that information and share best practices and 

hear what these people are doing and seeing, 
and what solutions they are coming up with and 
make sure we are baking that into our talent 
momentum.   

 
I think also we need to make sure we are fully 
considering lowest landed total cost decisions.   

 
I will bet a lot of companies that decided to 
move manufacturing to emerging economies 
weren’t counting on a $140 dollar barrel of oil 

when you made that call.  Now, it’s obviously no 
longer 140 dollars a barrel, but who knows 
where it is going?  The diagnostics you did to 
make that decision could drastically change.  I 

think today and tomorrow you have to create a 
flexible supply chain where you can maneuver 
based on cost structures. 

 
Gilmore: It was interesting - a CSCMP confer-

ence key note speaker, Fran Townsend, men-

tioned all the other factors that had to be con-

sidered in sourcing decisions besides the usual 

cost elements. 
 

 
Blasgen: Cultural issues, geopolitical issues, 
things in the economy that affect the market-
place and, therefore, your supply chain’s per-

formance. What happens if there is a supplier in 
a particular country that all of a sudden be-
comes an enemy of this country or some other 
country, right away your supplier base is dried 
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up and you need another one in an-
other friendly place.  All of those 

things supply chain people have to 
deal with today, they either didn’t 
have to deal with 20 years ago, or did 
so on a much lesser scale. 

 
Gilmore: Back to the talent issue, 

there are a few companies, like The 

Limited Brands, P&G, Wal-Mart, Pep-

siCo-Frito-Lay, and some others, that are known for tal-

ent development. But it seems to me there are fewer of 

these lately, and everyone else is just relying on hiring 

talent that someone else developed. But those minor 

leagues will run dry if everyone takes that approach, 

won’t they? 
 

Blasgen: That’s right. It’s a good problem in so far as 
the opportunities for supply chain professionals are just 
as good in tougher economic times now as they are when 

we have great times, and that is always going to be the 
case.   
 
I always tell people - look at your career as a marathon, 

not a sprint. Go get the managerial, technical, leadership 
skills to be a leader down the road.  And interpersonal 
skills are becoming more and more important because 
you have to deal with those not only up and down the 

supply chain certainly, but inside your company from the 
CEO down to the people working on the warehouse floor.   
 

Then you have to deal horizontally amongst supply chain 
partners who might be halfway across the world. So, the 
interpersonal skills as person has is paramount to their 
success. 

 

Gilmore: We’re in some challenging economic times right 

now, of course, but even before that, over the past sev-

eral years, I’ve talked to a number of supply chain execs 

and managers who seem beaten down by the relentless 

pressure to reduce costs, to meet Wall Street expecta-

tions, etc. It’s taken the enjoyment out of the job. Is 

there any antidote to that, based on your business ex-

perience? 
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Blasgen: I think part of the antidote, if you 
look back in history when we have had tough 

periods like this, is becoming innovative. It’s my 
opinion that when logisticians and supply chain 
professionals became innovative it was because 
we had to cut costs.  So, somehow we found a 

way to do something better within the process, 
or create technology or another business proc-
ess that got us much more effective and effi-
cient.  And it’s tough because during that time 

you are also committing to high customer ser-
vice levels and meeting a budget inside your 
company and so on.  So, while you are trying to 

create the future to work yourself out of the tur-
bulent time you are in, you are also serving. 
 
Innovating should be fun work. 

 
It’s tough out there, but I think over time, his-
tory tells us logistics people – that this is where 

some of the great innovations have come from, 
and we have come a long way with things like 
RFID, and implementations of unique systems 
now where you can collaborate across the conti-

nent in a moment’s notice. These are exciting.  
 
We’ve got to harness that and the idea about 
collaborating – we have talked about it and re-

searched it, but people are actually doing it. It’s 
tough out there in the supply chain, but there 
are a lot of other functions that are having a 

tough time too. 
 
 
Gilmore: In the past during your career, I’ve 

heard you speak about aligning supply chain 

with the brand or business needs. How can sup-

ply chain add value beyond just reducing costs? 

 
Blasgen: Well, it certainly can and should.  
Look at the price of oil. I remember if it moved 
2% in a day, it was a big deal.  Today, it can 

move 5 dollars one way one hour and 5 dollars 
the other way in a different hour in the same 
day.   
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Just trying to understand that and the implications of it is 
fruitless – you just have to deal with it.  So, I think there 

has been step change, a threshold change in cost struc-
ture, and that is born out by our State of Logistics report. 
So, helping your company become more nimble and flexi-
ble is critical. Yes, that’s a lot about cost too, but in a dif-

ferent way.  
 
From that, I think will also come innovation. At the ex-
ecutive panel at our conference, those participants talked 

about this a lot. They said you can either have a pity 
party about all these challenges, or you can be optimistic 
about it and think about these challenges becoming next 

year’s innovation.   
 
Gilmore: Where is CSCMP going to go over the next 5 

years or so? 

 
Blasgen: I think we have to continue to focus on innova-
tion.  We have to push the envelope in terms of research, 

but ensure that we are connected to practitioner’s needs 
and that we are investigating the right topics. 
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We are going to continue to provide world-class 
research and disseminate that a number of dif-

ferent ways. I can see the day where we will 
engage with companies much differently than 
we do today.  Today, we cast our net far and 
wide and try to get individual memberships.   

 
We will continue to do that, but we should also 
have an alliance with companies to allow them 
to tell us what are their needs and objectives. 

We can come to them with a strategy that says 
CSCMP offers things like a career center, on-line 
education, on-site education.  We offer all these 

periodicals and deep dives into topics and even 
individual countries.   
 
What is it that you need?  Do you have compa-

nies/employees worldwide? We have capabilities 
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and partners worldwide.  And we will have a relationship 
with you and you can participate with us on a global ba-

sis, a little bit different than just the individual type 
membership. 
 
I can see organizations like ours having an office or pres-

ence in different countries so people can come to us lo-
cally and get what they need.   
For now, we are fine managing the way we do, but I 
think there is going to be some local operational activity 

that will still occur because countries and business will 
need that.  But then if I want to know how to create a 
global supply chain, where will I go to get that knowl-

edge. I think that is something we have a responsibility 
for, to educate and give others a venue by which they 
can gather that information. 


